Boca United FC is pleased to announce their girls’ 2016 class of players who have
committed to college soccer programs.
On February 3rd, these future collegiate athletes put their pen to paper to make their
dreams a reality.
Clemson University commit Dani Antieau said: "I'm very excited to head to Clemson
this year. I feel I'm ready for the next step in my career and for a good challenge.”
Pointing to her playing in the prestigious ECNL this season, she added: “I think playing
in the ECNL made me realize how much faster and more physical the playing is compared to other leagues. I only wish I could have played more years in the ECNL because I feel it has helped me even in this short time."
Jason Sardis, coach of the Boca United ECNL U18's, currently ranked #23 in the country by Top Drawer, said, "I am very proud and excited for the class of 2016 as they progress into the next chapter of their lives academically and athletically. I am confident
that having the chance to compete in the ECNL has prepared them technically, tactically
and mentally for what is expected of them at the collegiate level. The competition, speed
of play and exposure that the ECNL offers to its teams and players is second to none in
advancing and improving all areas of their development.”
Boca United Director of Coaching Eric Eichmann noted ECNL currently is the only girls
league in the country that pushes its players and teams to compete at the highest level
each week, similar to that of a collegiate schedule. “The experience and the natural
player growth and development the ECNL offers is why the National Team Scouts and
College Coaches recruit so heavily out of the ECNL player pool and is the reason our
Women's Youth National Team rosters consist mainly of players competing at ECNL
clubs. I am confident that the girls are prepared for the challenges ahead and will make
immediate impacts at their respective schools on and off the field," he said.

2016 Class
Danielle Antieau. - Clemson University
Rachel Blow - Tennessee Tech University
Kaylyn Bryant - University of Western Kentucky
Lisa Cedeno - University of North Florida
Lorena Cedeno - University of North Florida
Abagail Clanton - Univ. Of West Alabama
Bella Contreras - University of South Florida
MacKenzie Crittenberger- College of Charleston
Felicia Davidson - Florida International University
Isabella De Almagro - Florida International University
Juliette Dubon - Campbell University
Susi Espinoza - University of Florida
Aubrey Megrath - University of South Florida
Riley Nicholson - Malone University
Lindsey Parent - Stetson University
Emily Sosa - Kennesaw State University
Mariana Speckmaier - Yale University
Carolyn Wotring - Florida Atlantic University

